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DIRECTOR GENERAL OF MINISTRY OF EDUCATION
Assalamualaikum Warahmatullahi Wabarakatuh and Selamat Sejahtera.
A lot has been learned throughout our collaboration with Yayasan AMIR in
the implementation of the Trust School Programme for the past 9 years.
Being uniquely centralised with multi-level management, moving the
Malaysian education system into a more decentralised one is not an easy
feat. However, through continuous learning and understanding, we see
better collaboration and coordination which translates into better
alignment between policy formulation and programme execution along
the entire education value chain. All in all, we have continued to improve
our co-existence in ensuring better delivery of the Programme.
The Programme is not only focused on Continuous Professional
Development for teachers, but it is also designed to empower teachers to
incorporate the global education perspective into today’s best practices,
by illustrating the accountability and built-in flexibility in leading their
classroom into the 21st century. Now in its ninth year of implementation,
Dr. Habibah Abdul Rahim
Trust Schools have built the capacity and adopted the processes
required to continue the Trust Schools Programme’s journey towards the
goals that we have set. The professional development that took place among the school leadership teams and teachers
directly contributes towards the continuous capacity building of resources within the Ministry. With that in mind, we
believe that the strategic collaboration between us and Yayasan AMIR has resulted in a robust programme structure on
which we can further expand our resources towards a quality eco-system that will meet the aspirations of our entire
education system. It is heartwarming to see the Programme touch each and every student in different and meaningful
ways.
The Programme is made possible through sponsorship by the sponsors who share these aspirations of bringing
tangible improvement to schools, while being part of a larger endeavour to enable long-term and sustainable
improvement in the Malaysia Public Schools system. Our most sincere gratitude for your continued trust, support and
confidence over the years. Your investments made a difference in the system and the lives of many.
Most importantly, our heartfelt gratitude to the entire team at various levels of the Ministry of Education. The partnership
with Yayasan AMIR is indeed a special one, as it clearly lays out the path of sustainable improvement, target and vision.
Thank you again for the continuous support and we look forward to working more closely in the years ahead.
BERSAMA-SAMA MELANGKAH LEBIH JAUH!
DR. HABIBAH ABDUL RAHIM
Director-General of Education
Ministry of Education Malaysia
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SECRETARY GENERAL OF MINISTRY OF EDUCATION
Assalamualaikum Warahmatullahi Wabarakatuh.
Selamat Sejahtera.
The Malaysian education system is now entering an intensive period of
transformation wave. To strengthen the focus, the Trust School
Programme stands as an instrumental catalyst in materialising the
education transformation agenda, as featured in the Malaysia Education
Blueprint (MEB) 2013-2025. The Programme has been installed with
much needed confidence in uplifting the quality of our education system.
Towards this end, the programme has continued to empower school
leadership, embed innovative culture in the school, turning to normal
routines and structures to better facilitate implementation of the school’s
vision, as well as reshaping and creating general school improvement in
nurturing the development of a holistic child.
Over the past 9 years, the transformation journey has certainly given us
much food for thought to enrich our potential for effective innovation. The
Programme emphasises capacity building interventions for existing
school leaders and teachers, to establish an enduring culture of
Dato’ Dr. Mohd Gazali Bin Abas
professionalism and high standards that would raise and maintain the
quality of education provided by these schools. It is amazing to witness
how the professional development programmes continued to be improved from federal, state and district levels down
to the school level to ensure that all education resources are equipped and upskilled with the most current knowledge,
skills, technology and competency.
It has also been inspiring to see how the schools benefitted from capacity buiding programmes and modules,
consultation and advisors with a well-planned and thought-out strategy of implementation and close monitoring, which
have led to empowerment of roles amongst the school leaders and teachers. It is also amazing to witness dedicated
school leaders and leadership teams who have managed to rally their schools towards a culture of excellence, and
inspire others to emulate their success.
In the longer term, we need to be more aware of changing trends in global education competencies and prepare
ourselves to lead in the provision of knowledge that meet the requirements of tomorrow’s generation and beyond. This
would set the stage for us to truly realise our vision of equipping our students holistically in order for them to succeed
as well-rounded individuals.
I would like to take this opportunity to thank the key stakeholders who have been instrumental in our ongoing success.
A special note of acknowledgement to the family of Ministry of Education- from the federal down to the state, district,
and school levels, who helmed the Programme since 2011, overseeing the journey through various milestones from
strength to strength. To our partners at Yayasan AMIR, LeapEd Services Sdn Bhd and fellow sponsors; it is truly
heart-lifting to see the passion for what you do. We also hope that more entities in the private sector would come
forward to assist us in sustainably improving students’ outcomes through the outlined strategic goals focusing on the
school leadership, teachers, students, parents and communities. Thank you again for the continued support and we
look forward to working more closely in the years ahead.
Thank you.
DATO’ DR. MOHD GAZALI BIN ABAS
Secretary-General
Ministry of Education Malaysia
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CHAIRMAN’S STATEMENT
Assalamualaikum Warahmatullahi Wabarakatuh.
Selamat Sejahtera.
Dear Stakeholders and Partners,
I am pleased to share with you the Yayasan AMIR’s Annual Progress
Report 2019. Our toolbox includes targeted key initiatives, progress
performance, programme intervention and enrichment that have been
planted throughout 2019.
Looking back, we began the Programme with 10 schools in Cohort 2011;
followed by 3 schools in Cohort 2013, 17 schools in Cohort 2014, 32
schools in Cohort 2015 and 21 schools in Cohort 2016. We decided to
hold back on expansion in the previous years, to focus on enhancing
inclusiveness and transition management to a more sustainable impact
Raja Tan Sri Dato’ Seri Arshad
value in our schools. Throughout the Programme improvement process,
bin Raja Tun Uda
we realized that we are on a continuous journey towards a more robust
sustainability agenda to ensure that the outcome serves not only our
but also the Ministry of Education’s. As a result, Trust School Program (TSP) 2.0 was born as the evolution of TSP. In
2019, we have expanded the Programme through TSP 2.0 with 5 schools in Perlis and 2 schools in Kuala Lumpur. The
programme now covers 11 states across Malaysia; with the Trust Schools network currently stands at 90 schools with
approximately 5,700 teachers and 67,900 students in 11 State Education Departments (JPN) and 23 District Education
Offices (PPD).
After 9 years of intense efforts, many milestones have been achieved throughout our journey; as we remain steadfast
in implementing the necessary improvements and initiatives to ensure that the Programme is progressing on the right
track. 2019 also marks the final year for the implementation of Continuous Professional Development (CPD)
programme for the taskforce teams from all the 11 JPNs and 23 PPDs. This 3-year CPD programme was aimed to build
the respective JPNs and PPDs capacity and capability in supporting the implementation of TSP and ensure its sustainability after the intervention period.
The beginning of 2019 also witnessed the second edition of the TSP Financial Management Workshop, which involved
83 participants from the JPNs, PPDs, Bahagian Kewangan (BKew), Bahagian Akaun (BA), Bahagian Audit Sekolah
(BAS), Bahagian Aset and Bahagian Pengurusan Sekolah Harian (BPSH). The workshop was held at Armada Hotel
Petaling Jaya from 12 to 14 February 2019.
In continuation to the PPD Roadshow initiative in 2018; we continued our efforts towards Programme sustainability in
2019 by co-organising the JPN Showcase programmes in Sarawak, Perak, Kuala Lumpur, Pahang and Selangor. The
main goal of the programme was to showcase the impact of TSP, and its best practices to all schools within the
respective states; through a formal but exciting knowledge-sharing platform.
Another milestone of 2019 is the Creative Writing Workshop in collaboration with Sasterawan Negara Dato’ Baharuddin
Zainal. The Workshop was held at the Grand Blue Wave Hotel, Shah Alam from 18 to 20 October 2019 involving 30
students and 14 teachers; who have been selected from our schools based on several criteria. Yayasan AMIR’s 2019
Video Challenge later followed with a total of 26 entries from students; 12 from secondary schools and 14 from primary
schools. The aim of the Challenge is to hone the talent among students in videography sphere by making a video about
Trust Schools practices in their schools. The champion for the competition were students from SK St. Michael
Entingan, Sarawak with SMK Bongawan II, Sabah and SMK Seri Samudera, Perak as runner ups.
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Building from the success of the previous years in bringing the spirit of togetherness and teamwork amongst the
Advisory Teacher & Middle Leaders (AT/ML) and students, we wended the year with the 2019 edition of Rangkaian
Sekolah Amanah (RaSA). This time, it was held from 28 October until 1 November 2019; at the Grand Blue Wave Hotel,
Shah Alam and Outward Bound Malaysia (OBM), Lumut, Perak. There were continuation of segments from last year’s
RaSA; where the participants were exposed to Drama & Leadership Course led by the very talented Vanidah Imran
besides the challenging and exciting course modules in OBM Lumut.
We continuously strive to raise the bar of innovation, reinventing the norm and it is our hope to continue providing a
soundboard for the importance of holistic education in the country. It is therefore imperative to mention, that the Trust
School Programme would not have been possible without the commitment from our esteemed sponsors.
Our sponsors have committed more than just the sponsorship cost value, and demonstrated their utmost dedication in
seeing what we believe in; nurturing our child with a platform to be the best version of themselves. Your investment has
made a huge difference in the Programme’s journey and for that, I thank you.
I would also like to thank LeapEd Services Sdn Bhd for all the critical support given to the Programme as our service
provider in the last 9 years – it is truly heart-lifting to see the unbridled commitment for what you do and we look forward
to working more closely in the years ahead.
I urge all organisations: corporates, alumni and friends who are looking for ways to give back to the country; to lend
their hand and work with us in lighting our country’s education quality and enriching learning experience of our children.
We welcome you to join our family and partake in this wonderful journey.
Thank you to the team at Yayasan AMIR and Khazanah Nasional Berhad (KNB) for their unwavering efforts and
determination; and to my fellow Trustees for their wise counsel and support. To all the teachers and our friends in the
Ministry of Education, JPN and PPD; thank you for making all the effort in transforming our education landscape
worthwhile.
I look forward to continue working together with all of you towards achieving the ultimate vision of the programme and
our National Education Philosophy.
Thank you.
RAJA TAN SRI DATO‘ SERI ARSHAD BIN RAJA TUN UDA
Chairman
Board of Trustees
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A NOTE FROM PROGRAMME DIRECTOR
Assalamualaikum Warahmatullahi Wabarakatuh.
Selamat Sejahtera.
Dear Partners and Friends,
Right from our early years, the growth of the Trust Schools Programme
has been focused towards supporting the overall improvement of school
management and curriculum delivery. The approach to education and
the role of educators and schools have evolved over the years. Now 9
years into our journey, I am glad to share that we have decisively moved
from operationalising the Programme transformation process into a
more sustainable and independent eco-system. We have also
demonstrated how our Programme can positively affect people as well
as the education system; while we move forward towards reaching the
Programme goals.

Nik Fahmee Nik Hussin

I am particularly delighted with the commitment and involvement of the
respective State and District Education Departments (JPNs & PPDs) in schools throughout the Programme
implementation period. In addition, having a diverse and engaged programme improvement plan will enable us to offer
fresher perspectives and better understanding in providing more optimal solutions in guaranteeing the long-term
viability of the Programme.
We knew that for the transformation to be complete, its outcomes must be inclusive and integrated. One of our focus
areas is to ensure sustainability in the upcoming years via strengthening the ties among the stakeholders towards
ensuring that each Trust School becomes an excellent reference support. The strong presence of teachers and their
peers as co-participants in the learning environment is all about maximising the students’ potential. In short, we have
not only groomed the 90 schools under the Programme transformation practices but have also been at the forefront in
nurturing leadership developments and pioneering many innovative talents across the Programme network.
On behalf of the team at Yayasan AMIR, I would like to convey our sincerest appreciation to all our partners; in
particular, the Ministry of Education, our sponsors, our stakeholders and friends at LeapEd Services Sdn Bhd – for their
highly valuable contributions, commitment and dedication in uplifting our aspiration. To the Board of Trustees - thank
you for your insights, your wise counsel and wisdom in guiding us. I would also like to extend my heartfelt gratitude to
the entire ‘Warga Keluarga’ Yayasan AMIR for making us who we are. Your hard work and willingness to go the extra
mile have led us to accomplish the many successes that milestoned our journey. As we move into even more
challenging, yet exciting times, I have every confidence that we will step up to the challenges and fly to greater heights.
Thank you.
NIK FAHMEE NIK HUSSIN
Programme Director
Yayasan AMIR
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A NOTE FROM THE CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER
Assalamualaikum Warahmatullahi Wabarakatuh.
Selamat Sejahtera.
First and foremost, on behalf of all of us at Yayasan AMIR (YA), I wish to
express our appreciations to Nik Fahmee for his invaluable contribution
to the organisation and the Programmes. I am honoured to join a team
that is pursuing such a noble cause of contributing to shape the nation’s
talent for the future.
The past 10 years of working on the Programmes has shown that the
continued close collaboration between MOE, JPN, PPD and other
supporting or sponsoring entities is essential towards achieving the
objective of nurturing the holistic development of the child.
This collaboration we value, appreciate and do not take for granted.
The sustainability of the Programmes is one of our key focus going
Zaida Khalida Shaari
forward. Our approach keeps evolving, guided by what is important to all
our stakeholders. We engage extensively with members of each key
stakeholder to discover what is essential to them; and how we at Yayasan AMIR can best serve their needs. Although
relatively small in scale, we look forward to continue to be part of catalysing change in the education landscape of the
nation.
Thank you.
ZAIDA KHALIDA SHAARI
Chief Executive Officer,
Yayasan AMIR
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OUR STORY
Yayasan AMIR Trust Schools are government schools that are jointly managed by Yayasan AMIR (YA) and school
principals under the umbrella of the Ministry of Education (MoE). YA is entrusted to support the schools in embedding
sustainable education practices that are monitored by MoE.

Our Mission

To promote excellence
in the schooling system by:

IMPROVING
curriculum and
delivery of
education

Objective

IMPROVING
management of
schools

PROVIDING
specific technical
and financial
assistance

CREATING A LEADING
NETWORK OF
integrated and
sustainable schools

To steer the transformation of schools towards revitalising school culture, with
a focus on excellence and holistic student outcomes.

Three Key Outcomes

Embedment of
innovative culture
throughout the school

9

Development of 21st
century learners

Making education a
community
responsibility

BOARD OF TRUSTEES

RAJA TAN SRI DATO SERI ARSHAD BIN RAJA TUN UDA
Raja Tan Sri Dato’ Seri Arshad bin Raja Tun Uda is currently the Chairman of
Maxis Berhad, Ekuiti Nasional Berhad, Icon Offshore Berhad and Yayasan
Raja Muda Selangor. In addition, Raja Arshad Raja Uda is also a member of
the Board of Trustees of Yayasan DayaDiri and the Chancellor of Universiti
Selangor. He was formerly a Director of Khazanah Nasional Berhad. He was
also formerly Executive Chairman of PriceWaterhouseCoopers (PwC),
Malaysia, Chairman of the Malaysian Accounting Standards Board and
Danamodal Nasional Berhad. His previous international roles include being
a member of the Standards Advisory Council of the International Accounting
Standards Board and a member of the PwC Global IFRS Board. Raja Arshad
Raja Uda is a Fellow of the Institute of Chartered Accountants in England
and Wales and a member of the Malaysian Institute of Accountants. He is a
member of the Malaysian Institute of Certified Public Accountants, where he
served in its Council for 24 years, including three years as its President.

DATO‘ NOOR REZAN BAPOO HASHIM
Dato’ Noor Rezan Bapoo Hashim was appointed as our Trustee on 10
February 2012. She is the former Deputy Director-General of the Ministry of
Education Malaysia and headed a Committee under the purview of the Prime
Minister to strengthen the English Language in Malaysian schools. She was
also the Ministry’s Lab Leader under the National Key Result Areas (NKRA)
in Education. She is the Senior Independent Non-Executive Director of
Sasbadi Holdings Berhad.

KENNETH SHEN
Kenneth Shen was appointed as our Trustee on 10 February 2012. He joined
Khazanah Nasional Berhad as the Executive Director of Investments in July
2011 and completed his service to Khazanah in July 2018. Ken is a member
of the Boards of Directors of PT XL Axiata Group Berhad and Edotco Group
Sdn. Bhd. He resigned from the Board of Trustees on 21 February 2019.
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MANAGEMENT TEAM

NIK M. FAHMEE

Programme Director (until 30th May 2019)

ENGKU HARRIS

NURUL ATIKAH MUAN

Officer, Programme Management

Senior Officer, Programme Management

Senior Officer, Programme Management

Senior Officer, Programme Management

MOHD NOOR

AZLINA SHAHROM

ASYRAF HANAFI

SYAHRULL AZWAN

S. RANJEETHA

ZAITUN UDARI

ABDUL MALEK AHMAD

WAN HASLIZA

CAHAYA JAPAR

ANUAR JAAFAR

RAIHAAN ABDUL RASHID

Officer, Programme Management

Senior Officer, Finance & Support Services

SITI KHAIRINA KHALID
Officer, Sponsorship Management

AMILIA SABTU

Head, Finance & Support Services

Officer, Finance & Support Services

Senior Officer, Sponsorship Management

Senior Officer, Programme Management

Head, Programme Management

Senior Officer, Programme Management
Senior Officer, Programme Management

Senior Officer, Programme Management

NORLIZA SHAHRUDDIN

Officer, Finance & Support Services

Welcoming Zaida Khalida Shaari on her appointment as the new Chief Executive Officer (CEO) of Yayasan AMIR with effect from 1st June 2020.
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SPONSORS
Yayasan AMIR and Ministry of Education Malaysia (MoE) would like to extend our sincere appreciation to all our
like-minded sponsors who believe that each child deserves an opportunity to maximise his or her full potential.
Your commitment and support to both the school that you have sponsored and the overall Programme, allows us to
explore innovative ways to sustainably accelerate the transformation of our public education system and produce
holistically developed students who can take charge of their own learning.

Khazanah Nasional Berhad

Yayasan DayaDiri

PETRONAS

Westports Malaysia

Yayasan Pahang

Majlis Agama Islam & Adat
Istiadat Melayu Perlis
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Yayasan Hasanah

UEM Group Berhad

Tenaga Nasional Berhad

LeapEd Services

KEY STAKEHOLDERS
Yayasan AMIR is a not-for-profit foundation whose principal activity is to collaborate with MoE in response to the
Government’s call for a greater Public-Private Partnership in the education sector to accelerate the development of a
holistic educational experience for children in Government schools via the Trust Schools Programme (TSP). The
strategic partnership is formalised through the signing of a Public-Private Sector Operation & Management Agreement
(PPSOMA).

Public-Private Sector
Operation & Management Agreement

Sponsors

MoE

Service
Agreement

Yayasan AMIR

LeapEd
Programme
Operator

• HIGH PERFORMANCE SCHOOL • INDIGENOUS SCHOOL (ASLI)
• VERNACULAR SCHOOL • FELDA SETTLEMENT SCHOOL • DAY SCHOOL
• RESIDENTIAL & HIGH PERFORMANCE SCHOOL • RELIGIOUS SCHOOL

Trust Schools Network
Ministry Of Education
Public to Government

• Regulator
• Public schools owner

Yayasan AMIR
Non-profit organisation

• Sets overall vision and
strategic direction of the
TSP
• Procures sponsors for
the financial sustainability
of the TSP

LeapEd Services
• Wholly-owned subsidiary
of Khazanah Nasional
Berhad (Education Service
Provider)
• A specialist team is
deployed to each school

Trust Schools Network

• 90 Trust Schools currently
implementing the Trust
Schools model
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JOURNEY

• Yayasan AMIR Trust Schools Journey
• Trust Schools Network
• GUSTO Schools
• DTP-AMAN
• TSP 2.0
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CULTURE EMBEDMENT

CULTURE EMBEDMENT

JPN

JPN

Support

MOE
Support

1

Sponsorship
• Sponsorship of

Trust Schools
Programme (TSP)
may come from
any foundations,
private companies,
alumni groups,
non-governmental
organisations
(NGOs) or
individuals who are
willing to sponsor a
Trust School

• An application

form is to be
submitted to MoE

2

Selection
• The selection

process involves
assessing current
situation, needs,
challenges, and
support that the
schools aspire to
execute in the
Trust Schools
Programme

3

Designation as
Trust School
• Approval is sought

from MoE to
designate Trust
Schools upon
agreement by
Sponsors

• The Trust Schools

Programme adopts
the Gradual Release
Model (GRM) to
embed sustainable
school
improvement
practices

4

Key Performance
Targets Setting (KPT)

(5-year road map)

• Rigorous self-evalua-

tion process to identify
and set the schools’
Take-Off Values (TOV)

• KPT is presented to

JPN

Support

HOLISTIC
STUDENT

PPD

Support

5

Transformation
Phase
• Theory, modelling

and new systems
are introduced

6

MOE

PPD

Support

Solidifying
Phase
• Schools staff

takes ownership

• Schools embed

activities and
best practices

MoE for approval

Support

MOE

Support

7

Transition
Phase
• Progress are

monitored and
selective support
are provided for
accreditation

PPD

Support

8

Accreditation
• Reach the expected

standard of a Trust
School

Support

9

Model School
• Independent

practices

• Expected to sustain

these systems and
develop continuously
with the support from
MoE

• Schools to plan

roadmap to meet KPT

• Schools to develop

annual tactical plan to
focus on key areas for
improvement

TRUST SCHOOLS PROGRAMME
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2 01 9 TRUST SCHOOLS NETWORK AND PROJECT AMAN
PERLIS
KEDAH
64 pre-selected schools for
Projek AMAN

SK Batu Bertangkup
SK Seberang Ramai
SK Simpang Ampat
SMK Kuala Perlis
SMK Sanglang

Entingan

13620
SK Bangsar

26854

SMK Bangsar

TSP 1.0

12611
TSP 2.0

6811

2458

1146
870

541

2031

158
Wilayah Persekutuan Kuala Lumpur, Terengganu, Negeri
Sembilan, Kelantan, Perak, Sabah, Sarawak & Perlis
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2
0
1
9
Yayasan AMIR

GUSTO
SCHOOLS

PULAU PINANG
SMK Jelutong
Change Teachers : 16
Teachers : 80
Students : 533
Peralihan : 1 class
Form 1 : 4 classes
Form 2 : 4 classes
Form 3 : 4 classes
Form 4 : 5 classes
Form 5 : 5 classes
SMK Taman Sejahtera
Change Teachers : 19
Teachers : 52
Students : 576
Peralihan : 1 class
Form 1 : 5 classes
Form 2 : 4 classes
Form 3 : 5 classes
Form 4 : 5 classes
Form 5 : 5 classes
SMK Dato’ Haji Hassan Noh
Change Teachers : 28
Teachers : 72
Students : 683
Peralihan : Form 1 : 6 classes
Form 2 : 6 classes
Form 3 : 6 classes
Form 4 : 6 classes
Form 5 : 6 classes

PERAK
SMK Kuala Kurau
Change Teachers : 17
Teachers : 72
Students : 419
Peralihan : 1 class
Form 1 : 5 classes
Form 2 : 4 classes
Form 3 : 5 classes
Form 4 : 5 classes
Form 5 : 5 classes
SMK Kamunting
Change Teachers : 21
Teachers : 125
Students : 1036
Peralihan : 1 class
Form 1 : 8 classes
Form 2 : 8 classes
Form 3 : 8 classes
Form 4 : 9 classes
Form 5 : 9 classes

IMPACT SUMMARY

146

CLASSES

101

CHANGE
TEACHERS

3247

STUDENTS

401

TEACHERS

*SMK Dato’ Haji Hassan Noh was previously known as SMK Permatang Tok Labu
*SMK Jelutong and SMK Dato’ Haji Hassan Noh were on an accelerated track and had chosen to expand the programme to both Form 4
and Form 5 in 2018.
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GROUND UP SCHOOL TRANSFORMATION (GUSTO PROGRAMME)
The Ground-Up School Transformation Programme (GSP) is a collaboration between the State Education Departments
of Perak and Pulau Pinang, Yayasan AMIR (YA), LeapEd Services (LE) and Teach For Malaysia (TFM).
The project was initiated in May 2015 and implemented in two secondary schools in Perak – SMK Kamunting and SMK
Kuala Kurau – and three in Pulau Pinang – SMK Dato’ Haji Hassan Noh, SMK Jelutong and SMK Taman Sejahtera.
The three partners (YA, LE & TFM) developed the programme to leverage off the learnings and successes of the school
transformation framework and approaches used in the Trust Schools Programme, as well as the experience of TFM
Alumni as change champions during the initial stages of the programme.
The Gradual Expansion Model
2019 saw the completion of Phase Two of the Gradual Expansion Model which was the Independent Phase. This phase
was designed for schools to independently review & plan, implement, monitor and report on the GUSTO programme
with close support from their respective State Education Department (JPN) and District Education Office (PPD).
The table below details the intended programme outcomes for each of the 3 phases.

SUPPORT PHASE

INDEPENDENT PHASE

SUSTAINABILITY PHASE

3 Years (2015-2017)

2 Years (2018-2019)

2020 onwards

YA, LE and TFM with the
continuous support from Perak
and Penang State Education
Departments provided:

Schools independently expand
PSG to Form 4 and Form 5 and
continue to embed the GUSTO
culture. At the end of the 5th year,
the GUSTO approach is targeted
to cover the entire school.

The Garis Panduan Sekolah Gusto
(GPSG) approach has been
applied to all teachers and pupils
while the GUSTO culture is
clearly visible in Learning and
Facilitation that occurs in the
classroom.

(Status: Completed)

Bespoke training and in-school
support to 3 target groups to
Senior Leadership Team, Change
Teachers
and
Teachers
in
implementing and monitoring
GUSTO.
The impact of the programme
takes place gradually over a
period of 3 years beginning with
Form 1 in 2015, then extending to
Form 2 in 2016 and covers the
entire Lower Secondary Forms in
the 3rd year of implementation
(Form 1, 2 & 3).

(Status: Completed)

Committed SLT with the support
of an established GUSTO Core
Team will drive transformation,
implement key processes, monitor
the
programme
and
report
progress.
Capable Change Teachers and
upskilled Teachers continue to
ensure implementation of effective
classroom practices.
To support the sustainability of the
programme, a Task Force at each
of the 5 districts in the 2 states
was formed in 2018. The
members consisting of JPN and
PPD officers support implementation of GSP and monitor school
progress.
Introduction of Garis Panduan
Sekolah GUSTO.
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State Education Departments,
District Education Officers and
GUSTO Schools work hand in
hand to sustain best practices.

The GUSTO Sustainability Study
The second phase of the GSP was the key indicator for the overall sustainability and viability of the programme in the
5 schools. In the absence of YA, LE and TFM, the school leadership had to drive transformation with the support of
their capable Change Teachers and Teachers. YA, LE and TFM maintained our distance after the first 3 years of support
to ensure that any progress and milestones were achieved independently by the schools.
In the last quarter of 2019, YA and LE embarked on a GUSTO Sustainability Study and the scope of the study was as
follows:
1. Adherence to the GSP processes as per outlined in the Garis Panduan Sekolah GUSTO (GPSG)
2. Impact study to assess programme outcomes
3. Lessons learnt for future innovations.

1. Adherence to the GSP processes:
9 key processes were audited for the purpose of this study via document analysis, interviews and surveys. In summary,
3 schools in particular continue to practice the GUSTO way. These 3 schools were SMK Jelutong, SMK Dato’ Haji
Hassan Noh and SMK Kuala Kurau. Their progress and successes have not gone unnoticed as they have become
reference schools for Penang and Perak particularly in 21st century learning and quality leadership and management.
On the other hand, the study determined that the continuity of GUSTO practices in SMK Kamunting and SMK Taman
Sejahtera were less evident.
The table below shows the processes that were still in place and carried out effectively or if they have been discarded
by the schools.
SMK
Jelutong

GUSTO Processes

SMK Dato’
Haji Hassan
Noh

SMK Taman
SMK
SMK Kuala
Sejahtera Kemunting
Kurau

GUSTO Core Team (GCT)
Key Performance Targets (KPT)
Form Evaluation Framework (FEF)
Form Improvement Plan (FIP)
Change Teachers (CTs) - selection & appointment
Continuous Professional Development (CPD)
Lesson Observation (LO)
Learning Walk (LW)
Student Learning Passport (SLP)
Most schools decided to not continue with the Student Learning Passport as they found it to be time consuming and
difficult to implement.
Process used effectively

Process used but not effectively

Process discarded
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2. Impact Assessment
Based on the mean scores as per analysis of self-assessment questionnaires, the Senior Leadership Team (SLT),
Change Teachers (CT), Teachers and Students agree that most of the KPTs have been achieved.
SLT

Change
Teachers

Teachers

Students

KPT 1: There is high quality leadership &
management

4.25

4.15

4.18

-

KPT 2: There is effective continuing professional
development

4.00

3.44

3.67

-

KPT 3: There is effective teaching and learning

4.08

4.05

3.97

-

KPT 4: Student achievement and potential has
improved

4.06

3.91

3.77

3.97

KPT

1

2

3

4

5

Strongly
Disagree

Disagree

Neutral

Agree

Strongly
Agree

Key Highlights

Results obtained from document analysis, lesson observations, surveys and interviews
KPT 1: There is high quality leadership and management
•
•
•
•
•

Although there were changes of leadership in schools, most were able to continue moving the GSP- this
is evident especially in SMK Kuala Kurau, SMK Jelutong and SMK Dato’ Haji Hassan Noh.
Data indicates that SLT plays a key role in driving and supporting the GSP.
Majority of Change Teachers (92.5%) are satisfied with the school leadership.
Distributed leadership was evident in most schools with CT entrusted with more responsibilities by the
SLT.
Teachers’ opinions and input were also sought out by the SLT in the decision- making processes.

KPT 2: There is effective continuing professional development
•
•
•
•
•
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76.4% of CTs responded that Continuous Professional Development and Professional Learning
Communities were being consistently conducted to develop the teaching skills of teachers.
This is corroborated by the 90.7% of Teachers who responded that the CTs are coaching them to develop
their teaching, while 84% of the Teachers indicated that CTs were a good model for Teaching and
Learning.
This was further confirmed by 23% of CTs who scored between Level 3 and 4 of the GUSTO rubric. (Target
set is 3; scale is 0-4).
CTs are were also found to be responsible for the onboarding and upskilling of new teachers; while in 2
schools they were also responsible in orientating newly appointed SLTs.
Finally, according to the SLTs, the CTs were the catalyst for GSP.

Key Highlights
KPT 4: Student achievement and potential has improved
•
•
•
•

Overall, all the stakeholders (SLTs, CTs, Teachers, State and District Education officers) saw the holistic
development of students as GSP’s main outcome.
The stakeholders also reported that as a result of GSP, the students are more confident in voicing their
opinion and public speaking.
The students highlighted that due to the implementation of 21st century learning styles by their teachers,
they have developed their communication and thinking skills as well as leadership abilities.
The students are also more willing to organise and volunteer at school events.

3. Lessons learnt for future innovations
In the 5 years implementation of GSP in the 5 schools, a few lessons surfaced, some that validated our hypotheses at
the onset of developing the programme and others that require re-designing certain elements of the programme.
One lesson was that the GUSTO approach was a model that is flexible enough to be adapted and maneuvered to suit
students of different capabilities as evidenced by SMK Kuala Kurau and SMK Jelutong who have since adopted
GUSTO for their Special Needs students, while SMK Dato Haji Hassan Noh have adapted it to suit their Technical and
Vocational curriculum.
Another learning was that attitudes and mindset of stakeholders were vital to the programme’s growth and later
sustainability. More often than not, the success of the programme relied on the commitment of the Senior Leadership
team to drive the programme forward and motivate the Change Teachers and Teachers to get onboard. In terms of
sustainability, it was vital to have officers from the State and District Education departments who were willing to take
on the challenge and responsibility of ensuring the continuation of the programme in schools.
Besides that, the Change Teachers were found to be the crucial piece of the programme. When the right people were
selected and then developed, they went to do more than just coach and develop teachers. Many were given
management related responsibilities in planning, implementation and monitoring which lessened the burden of SLTs.
Lastly, involvement of all SLTs, state and district education officers must start from the beginning of the programme.
Although this model was meant to be incremental in nature, these stakeholders must be engaged from the onset to get
their buy-in and sense of ownership. As officers and SLTs change in the process, there must also be continuous
onboarding to facilitate their understanding and deepening of knowledge.
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DTP-AMAN
Project DTP-AMAN started in 2018 in Kedah with the aim to implement transformation at the system-level by impacting
all three components of the state education system: the State Education Office (JPN), the District Education Office
(PPD) and 64 selected schools.
System-wide transformation at the state-level will be implemented through two distinct and related work tracks:

Organisational Enhancement (OE)
- Focus on transformation at the JPN and PPD by enhancing the capability and capacity of personnel within
the JPN and PPD to provide better support to the schools in their improvement efforts.
- Involves staff from the PPD (SIPs, SISCs and PPD Officers) supporting and
scaffolding school transformation that will be driven by the Senior School Leaders of the respective schools.

DTP-AMAN Continuous Professional Development (CPD) & Professional Learning Community
(PLC)
In 2019, Year 2 of DTP-AMAN implementation, the project focuses on strengthening relationships with JPN and PPD
in Kedah and 3 cycles of CPD workshops have been organised for both targeted groups. The main objective of these
workshops is to serve as a platform for learning, sharing and understanding of what can be undertaken to achieve
shared goals.
These completed cycles were:
CPD CYCLE MONTH

ORGANIZATIONAL
ENHANCEMENT (OE)

PPD-LED
TRANSFORMATION (PLT)

Jan - Apr 2019
(11 weeks’ cycle)

CPD Cycle 3:
Policy Implementation

CPD Cycle 3:
Instructional Leadership

May - July 2019
(11 weeks’ cycle)

CPD Cycle 4: Supporting
Instructional Leadership

CPD Cycle 4:
Policy Implementation

Aug - Oct 2019
(9 weeks’ cycle)

CPD Cycle 5:
Enhancing Professional Skills

CPD Cycle 5:
Enhancing Professional Skills

After each cycle, an internal PLC at each PPD, involving Principals & Head Teachers (PGB) from DTP-AMAN schools,
was carried out as a knowledge-sharing session.

Yayasan Hasanah (YH) Board visit
On 14 October 2019, the progress of DTP-AMAN was presented to the YH board at The Westin Langkawi. The YH
Chairman and members of the Board later visited Pejabat Pendidikan Daerah (PPD) Langkawi. At the office of PPD, YH
Board members had the opportunity to have first-hand information on the progress of DTP-AMAN from various PPD
representatives. They were also shown the journey of DTP-AMAN at the respective PPDs.
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Key 2019 Highlights & Opportunities
Innovation of DTP-AMAN approaches from the PPDs
DTP-AMAN Clusters and PLT Teams organised their sessions based on their PPD staffing and capacity. In 2019 each
PPD has a slightly different approach as to how they are utilising their staff and supporting the 8 DTP-AMAN schools.
Improved Workshop / CPD facilitation
PPD Officers were involved in highly engaging workshops and PLCs with coaches. Instead of the usual presentation
style, they are moving more towards a more student-centred approach and active participation style.
Collaborative Platforms
Collaboration within the PPDs has shown significant improvement based on the initial baseline where PPDs now
consistently work in collaboration during and after each CPD cycle.
Ministry of Education (MOE) restructuring process
More JPN and PPD officers can be involved in the programme and shape their new teams to effectively support
schools. Since DTP-AMAN is a pilot programme, we must continue to be flexible and support localised solutions for
the benefit of education transformation.
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TRUST SCHOOLS PROGRAMME 2.0
TSP 2.0 is the next evolution of the Trust Schools Programme (TSP). The model is derived from LeapEd’s Philosophy,
Vision of Education, & Theory of Change that put student outcomes at the heart of the transformation. Leveraging on
the success & learnings of TSP 1.0, TSP 2.0 is designed as a model that is both sustainable and scalable.
The difference of TSP 1.0 and TSP 2.0 is set out on page 27. In essence, TSP 2.0 is a bespoke programme very much
based on each school’s assessment and need. Also, in addition to the involvement of teachers, students, parents and
communities, key stakeholders Jabatan Pendidikan Negeri (JPN) and Pejabat Pendidikan Daerah (PPD) are involved
from day one of programme implementation.
It is sustainable because it focuses on capacity building & the embedding of a positive school culture that
is not dependent on individuals.
It is scalable because the model is less resource intensive & looks at a phased approach to a maximum of
three years.
TSP 2.0 is a (3 + 2) Year Phased Approach. The State Education Department (JPN), District Education Office (PPD) and
TSP 2.0 Schools will receive 3 years of direct support from YA & LE while JPN, with the support from PPD will lead the
remaining 2 years of transformation to achieve and sustain their 5 year target.

THE APPROACH: 3+2 YEAR PHASED APPROACH
School 5-year Strategic Plan
School to sustain and meet end targets of their 5-year Strategic Plan
JPN/PPD and LeapEd co-support schools from
Phase 0 to Phase 3

3 YEARS

2 YEARS

SYSTEM BUILDING
Positive stakeholder engagement through learning partnerships towards enacting a shared vision of
school transformation

PHASE

0

RELATIONSHIP BUILDING
Strenghtening school culture and fostering collegiality to effect change

PHASE

1

PHASE

2

PHASE

3
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JPN/PPD continue to lead/support school
towards 5-year targets

CAPACITY BUILDING
Innovative practices to affect a system of distributed responsibilites and engaging students in an
authentic curriculum
EVIDENCE BASED PRACTICE
Data driven practices that drive school improvement through reflection, development and
progression

The Trust School Programme has now branched to Perlis with 5 schools being impacted by this programme. Kuala
Lumpur, a mature TSP 1.0 state, now has expanded in numbers to include two new schools that are adopting the TSP
2.0 version of the programme. This new model of transformation was launched in all 7 schools in March 2019.
STATE

JPN

PPD

SCHOOL
1. SK Seberang Ramai
2. SK Batu Bertangkup
3. SK Simpang Empat
4. SMK Kuala perlis
5. SMK Sanglang

Perlis

JPN Perlis

N/A

Kuala Lumpur

JPWP Kuala Lumpur

PPD Bangsar Pudu

1. SK Bangsar
2. SMK Bangsar

Transformation will occur within 5 Dimensions which are System, School, Classroom, student and Community.
The TSP 2.0 Phased Approach and the 5 corresponding dimensions focuses on capacity building and embedding of
a positive school culture that is not dependent on only a group of individuals as detailed in the integrated framework
below.

TSP 2.0 INTEGRATED FRAMEWORK - PHASES & FOCUS GROUP
FOCUS
GROUP
System
JPN/PPD
Schools
SLT & Middle
Leaders

Classrooms
Middle Leaders
& Teachers

Learners
Teachers
& Students
Community
Parents &
Wider Community

JPN
MoE/JPN/PPD/
Schools/ Parents &
Communities
1. Relationship Building
2. Team Building
3. Identifying Middle
Leaders
4. Needs Assessment
5. Baselining
6. School Strategic Plan

PPD

SCHOOL

JPN/PPD (Task force): TSP 2.0 Governance (Mentoring & Reporting
MoE(JNJK): Evalutation of School Progression (’Accreditation’)
1. Introduction to Trust
School Transformation &
Theory of Change
2. Effective Leadership

1. Effective schools
processes
2. Collaborative
practices

1. Cross-cluster
collaboration

Middle Leaders
1. Introduction to Trust
School Transformation &
Theory of Change
2. Pedagogical Excellence
3. Coaching & Facilitation I
4. Reflective Practice

Middle Leaders:
1. Coaching &
Facilitation II
2. Monitoring & Support

Middle Leaders:
1. Research support
group

Teachers
1. Setting up structures for
Phase 2 & 3 initiatives
2. Embedded within
initiatives for Middle
Leaders

Teachers
1. Assessment for Learning
2. Differentiation
3. Cross-curricular link
4. Reflective Practice
5. Online extension
(e-learning)

Teachers
1. Flipped Classrooms
2. On-going
classroom-based research
(field trips, etc)
3. Inter-school
collaborative projects

1. Setting up structures for
Phase 2 & 3 initiatives
2. Embedded within
initiatives for Teachers

1. Digital Citizenship
2. Student-led projects
(Academic &
Non-Academic/tech-based)
3. Socratic Seminars
4. Self & Peer Assessment

1. Digital Learning
2. Student Leadership
Skills (Student Councils/
Student Voice Groups)
3. Reflective Journals

Industry engagement to
Establish:
influence student career
1. Family-school
pathways
partnerships
2. Home Learning
3. Community Collaboration
4. Volunteering

1. School-led forums and
Open dialogue sessions
with stakeholders
2. Parent workshops on
supporting student study
skills at home
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KEY DIFFERENCES BETWEEN TSP 1.0 & TSP 2.0

TSP 1.0
Approach to School
Transformation
Focus

Duration

Programme
Ownership

Quality
Standards
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TSP 2.0

• Focuses on a uniform approach to

• Grounded in the theory of school

• 4 Strategic Goals (Leadership, Teachers,

• 5 Dimensions (System, School,

• Fixed at 5 years (Gradual Release in Year

• Phased approach with a maximum of

• Driven, implemented and accounted for

• Partnership with system at state and

• The Designating Instrument is TSSP as

• The Designating Instrument is

transforming specific groups of individuals

Students, Community)

4 and Year 5)
• Predetermined achievement indicators for
each year

by YA and LE
• Engagement of MoE through GPSA as on
add-on programme that requires JPN &
PPD’s active involvement in a TS only in
Year 3 onwards

the standards and tool focusing on 4
Strategic Goals
• Fixed achievement targets for all schools
irrespective of individual school TOV
• Based on academic and non-academic
indicators

culture change and is not dependent
on a specific group of individuals

Classroom, Learner and Community)

3 years of direct support for YA & LE
while remaining 2 years is led by JPN
and PPD
• Progression targets for each phase
and isn’t time bound

district level, with community set up at
the beginning of the programme
(Phase 0)
• MoE is the owner, key driver and
accountable for the programme from
Day 1

SKPMg2 Standard 1 & 4 and
added-value indicators covering
Middle Leader and Community
• The measurement is against progress
in each dimension from TOV of each
individual school
• Student holistic outcomes are final
measure of success
• Robust M&E embedded within the
programme to ensure success

CURRENT
MILESTONES

• 2019 Milestones
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Milestones

2019
GUSTO

SCHOOL

Sukuk

JAN

JANUARY
• Meeting with

Director of BPSH

• TSP 2.0 Model

Presentation to
Kementerian
Pendidikan Malaysia

• Train the Trainer -

Finance Workshop

FEB

FEBRUARY

MAR

• Analysis Presentation

• Courtesy visit - Director

• DTP-AMAN Steering

• Finance Workshop 2019

• Onboarding TSP 2.0 to

of JPN Johor

• YH Partners’ Retreat
• International Symposium
driven by SMK Pulau
Indah

JUN

JUNE

PPD Action Plan by LE

Committee Meeting

all teachers at SK
Bangsar

• Funders’ Roundtable

• Courtesy visit - Director

APRIL
• Courtesy visit &

Management Meeting
with JPN Sabah

• Sustainability of Trust
Schools Programme:
GPSA, JPN RaSA &
JPN Roadshow

• Johor Trust School

Conference driven by
SMK Pasir Gudang 3

• TSP2.0: Onboarding to
PIBG of SK Bangsar
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MAY

MARCH

• Courtesy visit - Director
of JPN Sarawak

APR

MAY
• Management meeting
with JPN Perlis

• Dialog Prestasi with PPD
Sepang

of JPN Kelantan

GPSA

JUL

AUG

SEP

JULY

DEC

DECEMBER

• JPN Sarawak

Trust Schools - Cluster
Manjung

Yayasan Pahang

NOV

OCTOBER

• Sharing of best practices

• TSP2.0 Briefing to

OCT

Showcase Colloquium

SEPTEMBER
AUGUST
• Perdana Leadership

Foundation’s Leadership
Roundtable

• DTP-AMAN - Bengkel
Pembinaan TOR
Peruntukan
Kewangan Sekolah
DTP-AMAN

• In House Training • Join Visit (Kunjung
Project Management for
Bantu) to MCKK with
Non-Project Managers
BPSBKSK

• Courtesy visit -

Director of JPN
Selangor

• YA 2020 Strategic
Retreat

• TSVG 2019

NOVEMBER
• RaSA Secondary
Schools 2019

• JPN Selangor Showcase
• TSVG 2019

• Yayasan Hasanah
Board Retreat

• Creative Writing
Workshop

• JPWPKL Showcase
@ JPWPKL

• RaSA Secondary
Schools 2019
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IN FLIGHT

• Strategic Goals
• Implementation Strategy
• Programme Overview
• Progress To Date
• MCO Stories
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STRATEGIC GOALS

4 Strategic Goals

The four strategic goals of the Yayasan AMIR Trust Schools Programme are:

Develop High Quality
Leadership and
Management

Improve the Quality
of Learning and
Teaching

INTEGRATED

SCHOOL
IMPROVEMENT

Maximise Student
Achievement and
Potential

Strengthen Engagement
of Parents, Community
and Other
Stakeholders

Develop High Quality Leadership and Management
•

Effective school-wide, distributed leadership at every level and utilisation of various
leadership styles

•

School leaders are leaders of learning with a thorough understanding of effective
learning

•

High-performing principals and headmasters who are models of best practices

•

Continuous process of school development planning and self-evaluation effectively
translated into practice in all areas of the school

•

Robust performance management system practices are used to ensure continuous
improvement

•

Financial planning ensures that students benefit from sound financial judgements and
decision-making which is linked to strategic objectives and tactical priorities
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Improve the Quality of Learning and Teaching
•

Utilise a broad range of pedagogies and methodologies appropriately and consistently

•

Consistently reflect on the impact of their practices on student progress and
achievement

•

Successfully create a positive learning environment with high expectations where
students are challenged, supported and nurtured

•

Usage of multiple sources of data and information about individual students to
personalise learning experiences

Maximise Student Achievement and Potential
•

The school’s curriculum and co-curriculum activities match learners’ needs, interests,
aspirations and capabilities that contribute to learners’ achievement and enjoyment

•

The school’s co-curricular provision is directly linked to, and enriches the core and
extended curriculum

•

All schools introduce innovative assessment methodologies and practices that allow
students to demonstrate their achievements in varied and creative ways

•

All teachers consistently apply the principles and practices of effective assessment for
learning

•

The school identifies, and provides support for students’ personal, social, intellectual
and emotional development needs with an emphasis on the principles of Modal Insan

Strengthen the Engagement of Parents, Community & Other
Stakeholders
•

There are strong partnerships between the parents and the schools to support the
holistic development of the students

•

Innovative and creative partnerships as well as collaborations exist within the local
communities

The above Strategic Goals are implemented in accordance with the specific needs of each Trust Schools to ensure the
implementation of all four Strategic Goals in these schools are integrated and the schools act as a catalyst for best
practices.
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IMPLEMENTATION STRATEGY
5 – Year Plan (Gradual Release Model)
The Gradual Release Model (GRM) was envisioned to develop capacity and embed systems in order to gradually
release responsibility to the schools, Pejabat Pendidikan Daerah (PPD) and Jabatan Pendidikan Negeri (JPN) to ensure
sustained change is maintained beyond the duration of the programme.

PREIMPLEMENTATION

TRANSFORMATION
PHASE

SOLIDIFYING
PHASE

TRANSITIONING
PHASE

School
Selection

Introduction of theory
and demonstration of
new system

Trust Schools
culture

Monitor and
support for
accreditation

YEAR 1

YEAR 2

I DO YOU FOLLOW

YEAR 3
WE DO TOGETHER

YEAR 4

POSTACCREDITATION

YEAR 5

YOU DO I WATCH

Students attentively listening during the Creative Writing Workshop that was held in Sarawak
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PROGRAMME OVERVIEW

YAYASAN AMIR TRUST SCHOOLS STRATEGIC GOALS
KEY PERFORMANCE TARGET (KPT) SETTING

Schools undertake rigorous self-evaluation process utilising the Self Evaluation
Framework to identify their Take-Off Values (TOV) and determine the target after five
years. The KPT looks at two dimensions i.e. school progress based on the four strategic
goals and student outcomes.

PLAN

TRUST SCHOOLS ROAD MAPS (5-YEAR PLAN)
Schools plan roadmap to meet KPT.

TRUST SCHOOLS IMPROVEMENT PLAN (ANNUAL PLAN)
Schools develop an annual tactical plan which is customized by each school’s needs in
order to focus on key areas for improvement in support of the 5-year Plan.

APPLICATION REFLECTION CHALLENGE (ARC) TECHNIQUE
Embedded in the programme is the ARC technique which enables the school staff to
immediately apply the CPD to their classroom, reflect on its effectiveness and improve
further applications, initially with the support of the Education Service Provider, and
subsequently with their peers.

TRAIN &
SUPPORT

CONTINUOUS PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT (CPD)

CPD modules are tailored to the respective roles and responsibilities expected of each level
of school staff. These modules are delivered by the Education Service Provider.

SCAFFOLDED TEACHING & LEARNING PRACTICES
SCHOOL DIAGNOSTICS : BASELINE OBSERVATIONS

Identify teachers’ TOV.

PERFORMANCE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM (PMS)
A system to recognise the programme’s achievement and identify any area requiring
additional support at three levels :

MONITOR
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• Network
• Schools
• Individual teachers

PROGRAMME OVERVIEW
Trust Schools Programme Key Differentiators
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PROGRAMME OVERVIEW
Model Trust Schools

It is expected that upon successful completion of the programme, there are sufficient systems in place to ensure
sustainability after Year 5. These systems include:

1. Integrated School Transformation Programme
•
•
•
•

There is effective Leadership and Management within the school
Constantly raising the Quality of Teaching and Learning
School is able to maximise Students’ Potential and Outcomes
There is increased involvement of Parents and Community in school programmes and activities

2. Training & Support
•
•

SLT is able to deliver CPDs to the whole school
Encourage student development through integrated co-curriculum framework, leadership training, cooperative
learning and creativity

3. Performance Management System
•
•

Regular use of the PMS systems to set and track overall schools and students Key Performance Targets,
individual PMS targets
Report key milestones progress throughout the programme

4. Sustainability Factors
•
•
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Develop in-school pedagogical support through the development of Middle Leaders, establish PLCs within the
school and surrounding areas
Implement GRM with increased independence and ownership for school to ensure sustainable change
practices

PROGRESS TO DATE
(A) THE YEAR IN REVIEW
The Trust Schools Programme (TSP) is now in its’ 9th year with 90 schools, 23 PPDs and 11 JPNs and is going through
the phases progressively, as planned. A total of 83 Trust Schools are under the TSP 1.0 model, where 40 schools will
soon be undergoing the release phase of the TSP aptly named Tamat Tempoh Matang Intervensi Program (TTMIP). TSP
2.0, which has only been introduced this year; is now underway with the pilot of 7 schools, located in Perlis (5) and
Kuala Lumpur (2).
Transformation, sustainability and scalability are the three design principles in the Trust Schools Programme.
The transformation process of the whole school begins with their key stakeholders; School Leaders, Teachers,
Students, and Parents & Communities - which translates to the TSPs’ four Strategic Goals. Intervening programmes
were developed and introduced to close the gaps in ensuring TSP sustainability. Among the intervening programmes
identified for the year were GPSA CPD Modules, TS Financial Management Workshop, and JPN Showcase. In addition,
network-building programmes at various levels such as Rangkaian Sekolah Amanah (RaSA), Trust School Volunteer
Group (TSVG), Creative Writing Workshop and YA Video Challenge were held with the focus of strengthening the
sustainability of TSP.
It was understood that the education system in Malaysia has multiple levels. From the core is the school, then comes
PPD, JPN and finally MoE (federal). In partnership with BPSH, the Garis Panduan Sekolah Amanah (GPSA) manual
were developed and issued with involvement from identified key stakeholders; to align understanding and knowledge
by all parties involved in TSP. Following the manual, the CPD training modules were then introduced to train the
appointed JPN and PPD Taskforce Officers who will be monitoring and supporting the respective schools
post-programme implementation period. The GPSA CPD Module is a 3-year programme, and is currently in its final
year.
In the learnings from the previous TS Finance Workshop Management held in 2018, there was a need to get the
involvement of the Federal level to have better understanding of the Programme and TS Financial Management. In
2019, the TS Financial Management Workshop 2.0 was initiated and designed by BPSH, YA and LE to primarily ensure
Bahagian Kewangan (BKew), Bahagian Akaun (BA), Bahagian Audit Sekolah (BAS), Bahagian Aset, JPN and PPD had
the same understanding, latest practices and guidelines with regards to TS Finance Management. BKew and BPSH
came together with YA and LE to train Trust Schools, PPDs and JPNs on Chapter 7 of the GPSA which focuses on
streamlining the understanding of TS Finance Management.
In continuation to the PPD Roadshow in 2018, YA embarked on co-organising JPN Showcase programmes for 5 states
namely Sarawak, Perak, Kuala Lumpur, Pahang and Selangor. The planning and implementation of the showcase was
a collaboration between YA, LE, PPD and schools; and led by the respective JPNs. The programme witnessed
impressive participation and outcomes by the schools, with all key stakeholders in the states working and collaborating
with each other. Overall, the programme was able to provide more awareness and understanding on TSP to other
non-TSP schools in each state through the customised nature of the programme.
The Rangkaian Sekolah Amanah (RaSA) for Advisory Teachers and Middle Leaders (AT/ML) and Secondary Students
was conducted from 28 October to 1 November 2019, including a one day session with Vanidah Imran followed by the
journey to Outward Bound School (OBS). We ended 2019 with TSVG which was conducted from 29 November to 1
December 2019, continuing its objective and tradition; of sharing and discussing ideas and issues surrounding TSP.
In closing the gaps for students, YA embarked on piloting programmes focused on developing the creativity of students
through Creative Writing Workshop in collaboration with Sasterawan Negara, Dato’ Baharuddin Zainal and the
legendary actress, Puan Hajah Fauziah Nawi. This workshop saw students and teachers from various backgrounds
come together to cherish and absorb the knowledge from the 2 legends. Additionally, YA conducted the YA 2019 Video
Challenge; allowing students to share their school stories from their own lens and thus helping them to portray their
understanding of TSP.
2019 has been another interesting year of many learnings. 40 schools will be released and will be going through their
transition period. It is exciting to see the next chapter of the TSP, with all key elements having been put in place. In
summary, this will test the third design principle; which is scalability - in exploring the possibility of commissioning
matured Trust Schools into reference schools.
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(B) PROGRAMME ENHANCEMENT & INITIATIVE
(I) Garis Panduan Sekolah Amanah (GPSA) Roll Out for State & District Education Departments
(JPN&PPD)
The GPSA CPD (Continuous Professional Development) programme for the taskforce teams from Jabatan Pendidikan
Negeri (JPN) and Pejabat Pendidikan Daerah (PPD) has come to the end in 2019. The 3-year CPD programme had
involved more than 150 JPN and PPD officers with the aim of building their capacity and capability in supporting the
implementation of TSP in ensuring its sustainability irrespective of the states and districts post accreditation process.
To date, this GPSA CPDs had contributed to a positive culture of knowledge sharing on TSP among the taskforce
teams and the schools; thus building a stronger network among them and strengthening the process of supporting and
monitoring the Trust Schools. The 3 CPD cycles implemented in 2019 focused on recapping the TS processes,
strengthening the understanding of the TSP ‘big picture’, clarifying roles, as well as reviewing and ensuring the
effectiveness of PPD Action Plans which eventually became part of the taskforce monitoring tools. By having better
understanding of the TSP, JPN and PPD officers are now able to better monitor and support the TSP implementation
at the schools in their respective districts and states.

(II) Trust Schools Programme Financial Management Workshop
Finance and Procurement related autonomies are among the 6 autonomies mandated to be managed by Yayasan
AMIR (YA). In order to facilitate efficient and effective management of TS finance and procurement at JPN and PPD
level, the TSP Financial Management Workshop 2.0 was conducted at the Armada Hotel Petaling Jaya, from 12 to 14
February 2019.
The workshop was initiated and designed by Bahagian Pengurusan Sekolah Harian (BPSH), YA and LeapEd Services
primarily to ensure Bahagian Kewangan (BKew), Bahagian Akaun (BA), Bahagian Audit Sekolah (BAS), Bahagian Aset,
JPN and PPD gain the same understanding, latest practices and guidelines with regards to TS Finance Management.
A total of 83 participants consisting of 27 from 9 JPNs, 44 from PPDs, 8 from BKew, BA, BAS, and BA respectively, as
well as 4 representatives from BPSH attended the workshop.
The workshop was deemed successful, as it had helped to create the link in connecting the dots between the
respective MOE departments; together with JPN and PPD with regards to Trust Schools Finance and Procurement
processes.

(III) JPN Showcase
In continuation to the PPD Roadshow in 2018, YA embarked on co-organising JPN showcase programmes for 5 states
namely Sarawak, Perak, Kuala Lumpur, Pahang and Selangor. The planning and implementation of the showcase was
a collaboration between YA, LE, PPD and schools; and led by the respective JPNs.
The programme witnessed impressive participation and outcomes by the schools, with all key stakeholders in the
respective states working and collaborating well with each other. While intending to showcase the impact and share
the best practices of Trust Schools to other schools within the state, the programme also had successfully provided a
platform for its participants to share their knowledge with their peers and the community.
The programme’s audience and focus for each state were very much customised to each state’s needs. For Sarawak,
the programme focused on giving exposure to JPN officers on Action Research done by teachers in Trust Schools. For
Perak, Pahang and Selangor, the respective JPNs decided to showcase and promote sharing of best practices of Trust
Schools to other schools in the vicinity.. As for Kuala Lumpur, the showcase was focused on student outcomes, where
students were given the opportunity to get on stage and present their perspective of the Trust School journey under
the theme of "Generasi Pemacu Negara".
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(IV) RaSA (Rangkaian Sekolah Amanah)
The RaSA programme; first introduced in 2016, aimed to connect all stakeholders in the TSP. This programme had also
created both formal and informal sessions through its range of outdoor activities and workshop style discussions,
providing a comfortable setting for participants as well as allowing Yayasan AMIR to discuss, network, and share
programme updates with participants. More importantly, RaSA provided a network to learn and share experiences
amongst the communities across all the TS clusters. Building from the success of the previous years programmes, the
2019 RaSA was targeted at secondary school students as well as the Advisory Teachers and Middle Leaders (AT/ML);
a total of 105 of them this time around.
On 28 October 2019, all participants gathered at the Grand Blue Wave Hotel Shah Alam; where they took part in
Ice-Breaking sessions and Drama Courses conducted by the lovely Vanidah Imran, followed by a sharing session with
Yayasan AMIR. From 29 October to 1 November 2019, the participants continued their sessions at the Outward Bound
Malaysia (OBM) Lumut, Perak with team-building and outdoor activities.
Throughout the programme, the students and teachers were able to foster better working relationships while enjoying
themselves. They later shared their experiences and challenges throughout the programme, besides providing useful
feedbacks and insights on TSP; which is a key opportunity to the Yayasan AMIR team in better understanding, getting
updates, and learning from across the clusters.

Some of the outdoor activities that were participated by our students and teachers at OBM Lumut, Perak
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(V) Trust Schools Volunteer Group (TSVG)
On 29 November 2019, Yayasan AMIR (YA) hosted the Trust Schools Volunteer Group (TSVG) programme. Being the
7th edition to be organised, TSVG continues with the aim of creating and maintaining a professional relationship
between YA and TSVG team members; who are a group of volunteers made of school senior leaders, teachers and
officers from JPNs and PPDs. The opportunity to gather was well-utilised by the members to share their opinions,
thoughts and suggestions on the TSP based on several discussion topics.
Attended by 32 participants; which included YA representatives, the programme began with the opening and
welcoming remarks by Azlina Shahrom, Head of Programme Management Unit (PMU). During the context-setting
session, the four core objectives of TSVG was highlighted namely: (i) the opportunity to learn from the experience of
teachers from a mature cohort, (ii) to maximise the target group’s exposure to TSP, (iii) to explore new ideas and gather
feedback on TSP and (iv) to strengthen working relationships among TSVG members.
In one of the activities, participants were divided into four groups and they had the opportunity to discuss topics and
develop recommendations. The topics included the following: (i) 5 Forms of Support Needed by the School to Ensure
Sustainability, (ii) 5 Challenges Faced by Schools to Ensure Sustainability, (iii) Suggestions on How to Ensure SLTs and
Teachers Are Still Motivated to Implement TSP, (iv) 5 Forms of Support Needed From District Officers, State Education
Departments and the Ministry of Education, and (v) 3 Effective Ways to Get TS Stories and 3 Frequently Asked
Questions on TSP. The sessions lasted 90 minutes, and at the beginning of each session, the participants were
presented with discussion questions and answers, followed by a structured process of brainstorming and information
exchange. all in all, the participants reached consensus on several recommendations and discussed related barriers
and solutions.
Overall feedback from the three-day event indicated that 73% of the participants were very satisfied with the event,
while 27% were satisfied. the TSVG members appreciated this programme since it provided them opportunities to
network as well

TSVG volunteers were seen discussing their task during the treasure hunt that was held at Sarawak Cultural Village
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(V) Yayasan AMIR Video Challenge
Yayasan AMIR’s 2019 video challenge is the first of its kind with the main goal to share stories across schools through
the lens of a camera. It is a video competition that is open to all students of Trust Schools with a common theme of
“Sekolah Amanah, Sekolah Kami.”
Students were given the freedom to interpret the theme creatively and show everyone what they understood by it in
under 4 minutes. We received a total of 26 entries from students, 12 from secondary schools and 14 from primary
schools. At the end of the competition, the videos were shared across Yayasan AMIR’s social media platform and the
video that garnered the most likes has the opportunity to win the competition. The champion for the competition were
students from SK St. Michael Entingan, followed by SMK Bongawan II and SMK Seri Samudera.
Overall, this competition achieved the ultimate goal of providing a platform for students to portray their vision of Trust
Schools.

(V) Creative Writing Workshop
In collaboration with Sasterawan Negara Dato Baharuddin Zainal, Yayasan AMIR organised a Creative Writing
Workshop for the first time this year. This workshop was held at the Bluewave Hotel, Shah Alam from 18 to 20 October
2019. This pilot workshop involved 30 students and 14 teachers nationwide from selected Trust Schools in Malaysia.
The aim of this workshop was to build students’ capacity in creative writing with guidance from Dato’ Baharuddin
Zainal himself. Legendary actress, Puan Hajah Fauziah Nawi was also invited to help boost students’ confidence in
public speaking.

Our students presented their writing infront of their friends to help them express their voice confidently at the Creative Writing Workshop
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SEKOLAHKU SEKOLAH AMANAH
Melabur layarku dengan kaki kanan
Di pagi hari menuju ke sekolah
Dengan penuh semangat
Dengan penuh kebanggaan
Sekolahku,Sekolah amanah
Sederapku melangkah di tanah kejayaan
Terasa aura kejayaan memanggil- manggil
Sokongan demi sokongan dicurahkan
Dari seorang insan yang bergelar guru
Tiba diruangan menuntut ilmu
Aku diajar cara berkomunikasi dengan baik
Sesama rakan sesama guru dan sesama manusia
Aku diberi peluang membuat keputusan sendiri
Tanpa dibantah malah disokong rakan teladanku
Diruangan itu juga
Aku berasa riang dan selesa
Segala keperluanku lengkap disediakan
Ditaja orang sana sini
Membuat semangatku membara untuk belajar
Bersyukurku ke hadrat ilahi
Diberi peluang belajar di sekolah ini
Dengan rela tanpa paksaan
Harapanku agar melangkah ke dunia luar dengan penuh keyakinan.

Nuraisyhah Binti Razali
SMK Pasir Gudang 3, Johor
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PANTUN SEKOLAH AMANAH
Anak timun tumbuh berjajar,
sulur berpaut di batang besi;
Apa yang kurang boleh diajar,
Sekolah Amanah menjadi tradisi.
Terbang megah si burung helang,
Patah sayapnya mencecah bumi;
Murid hebat santun dijulang,
Sekolah Amanah sekolah kami.
Meja disusun berempat-empat,
Mudah berbincang sesama sendiri;
Berkongsi ilmu membawa berkat,
Kolaborasi disemai kejayaan dicari.
Berkibar megah Jalur Gemilang,
Dipuput bayu angin selatan;
Kelas SBC hebat terbilang,
Sekolah kondusif jadi rebutan.
Pergi ke pasar menaiki beca,
Singgah sebentar di rumah Pak Ya;
Word wall di belakang wajib dibaca,
Pembelajaran interaktif pemankin jaya.

Syazlin Binti Shamsudin
SMK Jeli, Kelantan
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N AV I G AT I N G

THE
NEW
NORMAL
Snapshots of the Trust School people embracing and going through the new norms
during the MCO period in 2020.
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MOVEMENT CONTROL ORDER (MCO) SCHOOL STORIES
The coronavirus Covid-19 pandemic is a major global pandemic which had resulted in an unprecedented scenario
around the world. The effects has been catastrophic, and Malaysia was not sparred from the impacts as well; affecting
all sectors - particularly education. As part of the move to curb the spreading of the virus, the Malaysian Government
had initiated the Movement Control Order (MCO) which lasted 85 days beginning 18 March 2020. It is the first time that
such a lockdown has been enforced to the entire country. With the implementation of MCO, the Ministry of Education
worked around the clock in formulating policies and strategies in ensuring education among children would not be
neglected during the nationwide lockdown.
Playing an active role during the extraordinarily trying times, all Trust Schools were not excluded in ensuring that the
teaching and learning process are not interrupted for too long. Through various online teaching and learning methods,
teachers in the Trust School network were able to demonstrate and practice all the innovative methods in delivering
distance teaching and learning during the MCO. Besides that, the schools were also actively engaged in various charity
programmes in attending to the students whose families were in need of food and other basic necessities.

SK Cyberjaya

Despite the challenge to ensure smooth online learning sessions, Sekolah Cyberjaya used the opportunity to further enhance the teaching and
learning process to be more creative, innovative and proactive. Thus, the school’s library had organised a drawing and coloring ‘Doodle’
competition with its specific theme Covid-19 and one of the criteria required is to include the hashtag #StayAtHome. This initiative was aimed
at boosting the students’ self-development as well as to encourage them to be more active, as well as to be socially healthy, even during the
Movement Control Order (MCO) period. The students who participated for the competition will be given a reward after the MCO period is lifted.

SMK Bandar Baru Salak Tinggi
SMK Bandar Baru Salak Tinggi is closely monitoring the situation and
responding to the measures taken to combat Covid-19 as quickly and
responsibly as possible. As the situation continues to progress rapidly,
the school’s priority is the health and safety of their students, while
ensuring the process of teaching and learning for their students will
continue to be delivered as planned, as all activities will be conducted
fully online. The school had formed online counselling to provide
psychological support to their students that was affected by the MCO.
The school make full use of social media platforms, such as Whatsapp,
Instagram, Telegram, Facebook and e-mail, to communicate with
those in need of a counselling service where the students can talk to
the counsellor about their concerns and problems.
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SMK Sungai Maong

St John’s club from SMK Sungai Maong continue to do their part in aiding hospitals and frontliners in their fight against the Covid-19
pandemic. One of their efforts were seen when the club students produce and donate face shields and hand gloves to Covid-19 healthcare
frontliners for their use in combating the deadly disease. The face shields created are from good grade materials that can withstand heat and
can be reused after sanitisation. The school is proud to have its students engaged in the production of these protective face shields for the
hospital healthcare workers in response to the country’s effort against the Covid-19 pandemic.
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SMK Pengkalan Berangan

SK Seri Bayu

SMK Pengkalan Berangan teachers have formed various alternative
learning method for distance learning included drive-thru system.
Students were asked to pick up their notes and materials at a
designated place at designated times for safety purposes. It allows
students without an access to e-learning to not miss the fun.

Sekolah Kebangsaan Seri Bayu adopted the alternative learning
method during the Movement Control Order (MCO) as an initiative
to ensure their students would not fall too far behind. This included
various platforms such as Google Classroom, Whatsapp and
ZOOM. For these schools, both learnings and teachings are using
these two applications twice a week, involving primary 4 students.

SCHOOLS & STUDENTS

PROGRESS
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Trust Schools Programme (TSP) focuses on school-wide transformation with the expected end result of a positive
school environment that provides students with the skills and knowledge that they need to take charge of their learning.
In line with this, TSP is measured based on two dimensions namely:

(A) SCHOOL PROGRESS
School progress is tracked according to the four Strategic Goals with schools having to achieve Release Level (i.e Level
4) of the Trust Schools Standards and Practices (TSSP). The following key indicators are used to track progress of the
Trust Schools (TS).

LEVELS
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DESCRIPTION

Foundation 1
(0% - 30%)

There is little evidence of a school being able to show the standards of good practice
expected in Trust Schools

Foundation 2
(31% - 50%)

There is some evidence of implementation of Trust Schools methodologies and systems.
The school is beginning to identify and address some key areas for transformation.

Foundation 3
(51% - 70%)

There is more evidence of implementation of Trust Schools methodologies and systems.
The school is able to identify and address key areas of transformation.

Release
(Level 4)
(71% - 90%)

The methodologies and systems of Trust Schools are evident and embedded to ensure
sustainability. A school at this level has reached the expected standards of a Trust School
to achieve accreditation status and will be expected to show that they are able to sustain
these systems and develop continuously.

Model Trust
School
(Level 5)
(91% - 100%)

The Trust School is demonstrating outstanding achievement and can be benchmarked
against international standards. Methodologies and systems have been embedded,
resulting in sustainable and independent continued growth and development.

Schools Progress Overview
As of 2019, there are 90 Trust Schools across eleven states in Malaysia. The schools are divided into the TSP1.0 and
TSP2.0; with 83 schools undergoing the TSP1.0 model and TSP2.0 for the remaining 7 schools. For the TSP1.0 model,
the TSP Gradual Release Model (GRM) is in place and schools of Cohort 2011, Cohort 2013 and Cohort 2014 are in the
Release Phase whilst Cohort 2015 (Jan) is in the Transitioning Phase. Schools of Cohort 2015 (July) and Cohort 2015
(November) are in the Transitioning Phase and Cohort 2016 is in the Solidifying Phase. For the 7 schools under TSP2.0,
they are in Year 1 of the programme.

Cohort 2011
10 schools are selected for Cohort 2011 to pilot the TSP, placing them in Year 7 in
2019, which is the Release Phase of the Programme. Although the schools officially
joined TSP in 2011, structured intervention only started in 2013 as the first two years
of the Programme were spent on developing and enhancing the implementation of
TSP. All the schools in Cohort 2011 have progressed well based on their KPTs and
have embedded methodologies and systems of a Trust School to ensure the
sustainability of the TSP.
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COHORT 2011

All Cohort 2011 schools continue to progress steadily from their respective Take-Off Value (TOV) in 2011 in all four
strategic goals. The cohort is now able to proceed with the programme and has successfully run Continuous
Professional Development (CPD) sessions independently based on their cluster and school needs. Coming to the end
of 2019, the schools have exceed their targets for all Specific Goals (SGs).
All five Cohort 2011 Johor schools have developed effective systems and processes. The focus is on independence in
planning and implementation, quality of the content as well as planning for school improvement and sustainable
practice by school leaders of learning. However, SJK(T) Kangkar Pulai and SMK Gelang Patah have seen a change in
leadership with a new Guru Besar (GB) and Pengetua (P) coming on board. Comprehensive assistance and support
have been given to the new PGB to ensure programme sustainability.
All 5 Cohort 2011 Sarawak schools demonstrate a continued commitment to the TSP. Two schools; namely SK Tabuan
and SK Kg Empila had new GBs reporting for duty in 2019. The Sarawak cluster demonstrates a wide range of
embedded systems and innovation that comes with their obvious confidence in the TSP. While there is still work to be
done to accommodate new initiatives introduced by the Ministry of Education (MoE) or planned by the school,
embedded good practices focusing on student learning are evident in C2011 Sarawak schools.
Officers from both the State Education Department and District Education Office of Johor and Sarawak have been more
involved and played a major role in ensuring schools received the necessary support required.
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Among the achievements of this cohort are:
1. International Level

• SJK(T) Kangkar Pulai – International Exhibition for Young Inventors 2019 (Silver Award and Special Award for
Excellent Invention)
• International Invention and Design (Bronze)
• 9th International Karate-Do Championship 2019 (Silver)

2. National Level
•
•
•
•

SJK(T) Kangkar Pulai – National Innovation & Invention Competition 2019 (Gold)
SK Kg Layau – Karnival Sukan Sekolah Murid Orang Asli (KSSMOA) (Gold in High Jump)
SMK Semenchu – Kejohanan Petanque Sekolah Amanah Peringkat Kebangsaan (Gold & Silver)
SMK Seri Setia – Kejohanan Kriket Peringkat Kebangsaan (Bronze)

In summary, given the full support by the Ministry of Education (MoE), Yayasan AMIR and LeapEd Services Sdn. Bhd.,
schools of Cohort 2011 have demonstrated excellent progress and these achievements are a testament to the success
of the TSP.

Cohort 2013
In 2013, the TSP expanded to three schools in Kuala Lumpur. In 2019, the schools were in
their seventh year of the Programme, where schools have embedded methodologies and
systems of a Trust School to ensure the sustainability of the TSP. Similar with Cohort 2011,
this cohort is now able to successfully run CPD sessions independently based on their
cluster and school needs. Working closely with each other to strengthen their network and
to enhance their progress towards Release has always been a forte of this cohort. Further more, schools are actively
engaging parents and collaborating with external parties and private sectors, which is one of the focuses of TSP.
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COHORT 2013

SK Convent Jalan Peel, faces a challenge as most of the Advisory Teachers (AT) have been transferred, leaving the
school with only 1 AT. The school has since appointed new ATs and training and support have been ongoing to get them
up to speed.
Amongst the notable achievements for Cohort 2013 in 2019 is SK Desa Pandan successfully sent representatives to
the U12 International Football Tournament in India.
SK Sultan Hisamuddin Alam Shah has created a networking list of sponsors from government and private agencies in
providing funding expertise, venue and accommodation to promote students’ goals. Community engagement is
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especially strong in the Curriculum and Co-Curriculum domains, with Bank Rakyat, Bank Simpanan Nasional (BSN),
Bank Negara Malaysia (BNM), Dewan Bandaraya Kuala Lumpur (DBKL) and ASWARA as the strongest partners and
sponsors. With the newly minted robotics team, the school won 2nd runner up for national level IET Primary Faraday,
Bootcamp MTCE Drone and Robot Line Tracer (2nd runner up) and Education for Sustainable Development (ESD)
Through Networking for international level.
Throughout 2019, all three schools have been receiving a constant stream of visitors from both local and international
institutions for sharing of best practices and also as a baselining visit.

Cohort 2014
There are 17 Trust Schools under Cohort 2014, which comprises four clusters, covering
Johor Bahru, Pasir Gudang, Pontian and Klang Valley. In 2019, these schools were in Year 6
(Release Phase) of the Programme.
In the overall performance of all four strategic goals, this cohort has moved steadily above
its TOV and ahead of the projected progress for all SGs. Moving forward, the schools are
demonstrating increased independence and will be focusing on ensuring effective TSP
practices are embedded.
The excellent progress demonstrated by this cohort is indicative of the strong level of
commitment by teachers in developing their competencies to improve learning and
teaching.
SMK Pulau Indah, SJK(C) Yu Ming 2 and SK Jeram Batu have seen changes in its Principal and Guru Besar (PGB).
Comprehensive assistance and support have been given to ensure progress towards programme understanding and
sustainability of the TSP. In general, schools in Cohort 2014 have strengthened their network by working closely with
other schools in the same cluster to enhance their annual progress and the trend is positive.
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COHORT 2014

Among the achievements of this cohort are:
1. State and international level co-curriculum and sports awards for SK Medini:
• Third place for the International Female Tchouckball (??) Competition
• Gold and Silver in the 2019 National Orchestra Competition
• Participation in the National Archery Circuit. Third place for the Sekolah Cemerlang Kokurikulum Sekolah Rendah
Luar Bandar
• National level - Second place for Seminar Amalan Terbaik Sekolah Murid Orang Asli in the PIBK involvement
category
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2. SMK Pulau Indah has sailing as part of the school’s niche activities. Participation in the Mini Regatta Raja Muda
Selangor; and the signing of the Memorandum of Understanding between SMK Pulau Indah and Westports and
Royal Selangor Yacht Club for Community Sailing. In other prsuits, they also won the First Place for Laser Optimist
and the Silver Award for International Physics Engineering Exhibition 2019.
3. SMK Pasir Gudang 3 had a student selected for the Rugby 7s in Bangkok, Thailand; whilst in the National
Innovation Competition they won Bronze for Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics (STEM)
4. For SK Pekan Nanas a student won Gold in the National Junior Taekwando Circuit 2019.
5. A student won Second Place in the National Piano Royal for SJK(C) Yu Ming 2.

Cohort 2015
The 32 schools in this cohort are in different phase of the programme due
to them having different commencement dates; which are as follows:
• Cohort 2015 January: 10 schools – Year 5, Transitioning Phase
• Cohort 2015 July: 10 schools – Year 4, Transitioning Phase
• Cohort 2015 November: 12 schools – Year 4, Transitioning Phase

The rationale behind these three different intakes was to obtain insights
in terms of the best date to embark on the TSP. In addition, this allows
Yayasan AMIR to look at the necessary intervention and engagement
required prior to kick-off of the TSP at the selected schools.
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COHORT 2015

All schools are showing good progress. The excellent progress demonstrated by the schools is indicative of the strong
level of commitment by teachers in developing their competencies to improve learning and teaching. Schools of Cohort
2015 have achieved numerous achievements, including:
• Students from the Malay College Kuala Kangsar successfully hosted the International Malay College Youth
• Development Summit. In addition, rugby is the school’s niche in sports; participating in numerous events
internationally.
• A plethora of competitions and fairs attended by Tunku Kurshiah College; among which:
i. Japan-East Asia Network of Exchange for Students & Youths (JENESYS)
ii. Youth Sports Exchange for Rugby (Touch Rugby)
iii. Young Leadership Programme in Trinity College, University of Melbourne
iv. World Scholar’s Cup Global Round in Manila, Philippines
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• SMK Sg Maong won Bronze in the 1m Springboard Diving and Gold in the 3m Springboard Diving Group Junior
Circuit.
• Bronze for SMK Lembah Subang in the International Conference for Young Scientist (ICYS)
• A student of SMK Bandar Sunway successfully went for the U.S Department of State's Kennedy-Lugar Youth
Exchange & Study (YES) Programme for 6 months
• Overall champion for International Silat Circuit. SMK Taman Maluri also won Silver in the KL International Tug of
War Club Championships.
• SMK Cochrane had a good 2019 by winning:
i. 5 Star Award for the National Counselling Symposium & Expo
ii. ITEX 2019 (Silver- International)
iii. AJMBC 2019 (Silver- International)
iv. Cross country for Majlis Sukan Sekolah-Sekolah Malaysia (MSSM) (Bronze)
• SMK Bandar Baru Salak Tinggi meanwhile won the Indonesia 2019 Robofest in Indonesia.
• Some notable successes for Terengganu schools are:

i. SK Telok Kalong which won Bronze and Best Goalkeeper for Hockey International KLIA Open
ii. SK Kijal which won Gold for 2nd Innovation Technology Research & Exhibition (ITREX 2019) and Gold for
International Competition & Exhibition on Computing Innovation (ICE-CINO 2019)
iii. SK Bukit Anak Dara which won Broze in the 2nd International Silat Cekak Harimau Open 2019

Cohort 2016
In 2016, Trust Schools Programme continued its expansion journey and
saw the number of schools increased by 21 schools in 4 existing states,
namely Selangor, Perak, Terengganu and Sarawak; and 1 new state
which is Kelantan.
The appointment of the schools as TS was made in November 2016
which brings the cohort to a full 3 years in the programme in 2019.
Being in the Solidifying Phase of the programme, the emphasis is on
creating the innovative culture and promoting independent practices in
schools. The progress shown so far by the cohort is encouraging, and
it is heartening to see the cohort is moving from strength to strength
in 2019.
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Some of the notable achievements of Cohort 2016:
• Students from SMK Seri Samudera won in the Silat Seni International Competition; Silat Seni Asli (Gold) and Silat
• Pecah Pasang (Gold).
SMK Seri Paka had a student representing Terengganu for Majlis Sukan Sekolah-Sekolah Malaysia (MSSM) .
• Students from SMK Wakaf Tapai meanwhile, won in the:
i. 2019 National Taekwando Competition in the Putera Category
ii. Second place in the Men’s Double National Petanque Competition
iii. Students from SK Paka III were representatives for the 2019 MSSM Rugby Under 12s.
• SMK Pengkalan Berangan participated in an International Dialogue and Team Building Leadership programme
with the Prince of Songkla University, Pattani and Rajabhat University, Yala.
• Amongst notable achievements of SK Wakaf Tapai for 2019 are:
i. Bronze at the RSU KYK Taekwando Competition in Bangkok, Thailand
ii. Bronze at the UBW Taekwando Championship in Kuala Lumpur
iii. Representing Terengganu in Artistic Gymnastics in MSSM.
YA is consistently monitoring the progress of the schools as well as working together with relevant stakeholders to
ensure that the schools are well supported and able to reach the desired targets.

(B) STUDENT OUTCOMES
Student outcomes are currently determined by achievements in National Academic Assessments, as measured
through LINUS, UPSR and SPM examinations.
Ujian Penilaian Sekolah Rendah (UPSR)
The 2019 UPSR results were released on 21 November 2019, whereby 51 Trust Schools across five cohorts were
involved in the UPSR examination.
Due to the change in the examination format where students sitting for UPSR from 2016 thereafter have to answer six
papers compared to five previously; the 2019 UPSR is only comparable to the 2016 and 2017 UPSR.
1
This is in line with the implementation of the Standard Curriculum for Primary Schools (Kurikulum Standard Sekolah
Rendah - KSSR) and complete implementation of the School Based Assessment (Penilaian Berasaskan Sekolah PBS); in addition to enculturation of e elements of Higher Order Thinking Skills (HOTS). Prior to 2016, the exam
questions are multiple-choice and in the new format there are objective questions with a variety of forms (e.g:
fill-in-the-blanks, match the answers).

2017 proves to be a major milestone in the mind shift of the Ministry of Education where instead of the usual
announcement of straight As scorers, holistic assessment reports of the candidates’ learning progress were given
under the Primary School Assessment Report, or Pelaporan Pentaksiran Sekolah Rendah. The assessment showed
candidates’ performance in four non-academic components as well; namely sports, physical and curriculum
assessments, classroom assessment and psychometric assessment. For the academic assessment, the ministry only
announced the percentage of UPSR candidates who secured minimum mastery in various academic subjects without
going into detail on the breakdown of grades, as done previously 1.
Two out of five cohorts showed an improvement in the percentage of candidates passing all subjects compared to the
previous year. Cohort 2011, 2014 and 2016 reported a decline of 0.03%, 1.78% and 0.84% respectively.

Note: In the GPS scoring system, a lower GPS score indicates better performance.
1
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Admin: Tiada lagi pengumuman calon paling banyak ‘A’ dalam UPSR
(http://www.cikgushare.com/2017/11/tiada-lagi-pengumuman-calon-paling.html)

Ujian Penilaian Sekolah Rendah (UPSR)
2018 UPSR Percentage (%) All Pass Per Cohort
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Cohort 2011
There is an improvement in the overall GPS for SPM in 2019 compared to the previous year and it is noted that the
average GPS for Cohort 2011 Trust Schools at 4.83 is better than the National GPS of 4.86 2.
Cohort 2014
With their average GPS lower than the National GPS, the schools in Cohort 2014 are doing well with five out of the six
schools in this cohort showed improvements in their 2019 SPM GPS.
Cohort 2015
For the 2019 SPM examination, 60% of the Cohort 2015 schools registered improvement in their GPS compared to
2018’s results. It is noted that the average SPM GPS for Cohort 2015 Trust Schools at 4.72 is better than the National
2
GPS of 4.86. In addition, both Malay College Kuala Kangsar and Tunku Kurshiah College shows continuous improvement by placing in the top 10 of the Fully Residential School ranking.
Cohort 2016
Half way through the programme, the 7 secondary schools in Cohort 2016 showed a positive outcome whereby 57%
of the schools reported improvement from their respective Take Off Value (TOV) for the 2019 SPM.

Note: In the GPS scoring system, a lower GPS score indicates better performance.
2
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KPM Lembaga Peperiksaan: Laporan Analisis Keputusan Sijil Pelajaran Malaysia Tahun 2019. 5 March 2020
(https://www.moe.gov.my/en/muat-turun/laporan-dan-statistik/lp/3324-laporan-analisis-keputusan-spm-2019/file)
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KEY PROGRAMMES

LeadED

The comprehensive
leadership development
programme for School
Leaders (Principals,
Headmasters and Senior
Assistants) is designed to
enhance their knowledge
and skills to enable them
to lead the holistic student
transformation culture with
confidence.
It is underpinned by:
• Professional standards
• Roles and Responsibilities
• Current and leading
practices on effective
school leadership
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MidLED

MidLED is a comprehensive
professional development
programme designed to
develop the knowledge,
skills, understanding and
confidence of Middle
Leaders – experienced staff
who have been promoted
into positions of middle
management (Panel Heads
or Head of Departments) – in
relation to school improvement planning, performance
management and
professional development.
It is aimed to build capacity
by enabling them to
disseminate and share
education pedagogical
development of their
colleagues. Middle Leaders
will therefore become
pedagogical leaders within
their schools and ensure
sustainable and continuous
improvement in the Trust
Schools beyond the duration
of the Programme.

Professional Learning
Community (PLC)

A group of educators coming
together regularly with two
broad purposes:
• Improving educators
through collaborative study,
expertise exchange and
professional dialogue
• Improving the educational
aspirations, achievement
and attainment of students
through shared experiences
In Trust Schools, it is
structurally designed to be
embedded as part of
“on-the-job learning” in
shifting the focus from
teaching to learning. During
these sessions, they are able
to discuss and develop
plans, practice their skills,
gather feedback from peer
observation as well as
presenting outcomes and
next steps.

TeachSmart

The TeachSmart programme
aimed to promote a shared
understanding of an effective
teaching practice and to
embed core pedagogical and
methodologies in Trust
Schools, based on the Seven
Pedagogical Pillars:
• Lesson planning and
content delivery
• Creating a positive learning
environment
• Assessment for Learning
• Collaborative and
Cooperative Learning
• Questioning and Thinking
Skills
• Differentiation
• Professional Knowledge
and Reflection

Co-curriculum
Programme

It is designed to support
holistic development of
students and enhance parent
and community involvement
in the schools.
• Co-curriculum programme
develops students’ skills
• Leadership – through
Student Voice Groups and
School Ambassadors
• Self-management through
participation in activities
• Teamwork and
collaboration – embedded
in all activities

Subject-Based
Classrooms

A classroom is selected for a
particular subject to be
taught in it, and the teachers
who teach that particular
subject are based in the
room. It ensures that
teachers take ownership of
the room and establish the
ethos and learning
atmosphere, preparing the
students with the correct
mindset to learn effectively.
Note: The implementation of
SBC is subject to the
fullfillment of established key
criteria.

• Research and enquiry
through curriculum and
cross-curriculum projects
like Science Fairs
• Public Speaking through
Toastmasters, debate,
conference presentations
etc
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Moving Forward
Our journey is far from over - In the last 9 years, the movement towards transformation has taken on increasing
momentum, pushing for innovation and introducing new initiatives that allow us to rethink and retool the way we look
at education improvement from the grassroots level up, thus continuing and ensuring holistic development, spurring
them on to even greater heights.
We have grown from just 10 schools in the beginning to 90 school in total across 11 states, with thousands of teachers
and students, and countless families and communities impacted. This year, we track and evaluate our performance
against the results achieved, as well as reflect our short, mid and long-term plans and abilities to continue to grow
sustainably. And now, our first 40 schools are deep in the midst of their release year of the Programme, ready to take
flight and soar on their own journeys.
Sustainability of the Trust Schools Programme at the Ministry, state and district level is essential throughout the entire
Programme. We truly appreciate the opportunity to access and work closely with the system, and it remains as one of
our greatest responsibilities even though classroom learning is our core. Capacity building courses for PPDs and JPNs
were organized specifically for the Task Force members as part of the effort in providing continuous support for the
respective Trust Schools under their supervision. Even the Task Force structure were strategically developed to
facilitate school observation and mentoring processes.
On top of this, we strengthen our effort in providing insights, assisting in critical areas of the blueprint and trigger areas
that require transformation for them to adopt or replicate best practices among the Trust Schools network and coverage. As we move into even more challenging yet exciting times, we will review the changes in terms of success that
have been placed in every part the programme.
Moving forward, we would like to explore the possibilities of commissioning the matured Trust Schools into ‘reference
schools’ to be replicated by the others. While it is subject to consent by the Ministry, it is interesting to see how this
initiative will benefit other schools in the long run; especially with the GPSA document already in place as guidance for
the schools, PPDs and JPNs.
To our stakeholders; already, we are seeing the fruits of our endeavour. The kind of impact we have seen in our schools
this past year – in school leadership, in individual teachers, and most importantly, in the students themselves, and in
the communities that surround them – have restored our faith in the fact that change is possible, and that all it takes is
the hard work and dedication of all the parties involved. We hold the highest appreciation and regard for the trust you
have placed in us and we look forward in collaborating with you, again.
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Become a Trust School
CAN ANY SCHOOL BECOME A TRUST SCHOOL?

Yes! Any school can be a Trust School as long as it fulfils these factors for consideration:
Interest of sponsors
School readiness
School characteristics
MoE approval

The entire process from end-to-end is supported by MoE and Yayasan AMIR

Pre-Selection
• Engage sponsor
• Conduct preliminary
visits
• Selection visit by
engaging with the
principal or
head teacher of the
school
• Issue Letter of Intent
by Sponsor

Assessment
and Selection
• Engage PPD & JPN
• Conduct selection
visits to potential
schools with MoE
(Federal/JPN/PPD)
representatives by
engaging SLT,
teachers and parents
representatives
• Finalise school

Post-Selection
• Finalise
sponsorship
agreement
• Trust Schools
Programme
commences with
effect from 1 October
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Sponsor a School
BE A CATALYST FOR CHANGE
The Trust Schools Programme is committed to delivering quality education and improving the student-learning
environment. Children learn most efficiently when they are able to obtain new knowledge and integrate it with their own
experiences. As the saying goes, it takes a village to raise a child; thus collaborative partners play an important role in
transforming the education landscape. Yayasan AMIR and MoE seek support from corporations, alumni groups and
individuals to help us in our mission to transform the education system into one of excellence; which creates better
outcomes for our students. Your contribution of sponsoring a school will not only help build a promising future for our
students, but affect change in the overall education system.
As a sponsor, you can choose to sponsor school programmes or customise your contribution to specific activities in
line with their specific needs, interests or focus areas. Sponsorship opportunities incorporate high-visibility, high-value
programmes that include the following benefits:
1. Be part of the Trust Schools Network (e.g. exchange of knowledge and information, participation in Trust
Schools events and projects)
2. Media exposure and recognition as Trust Schools Sponsor
3. Opportunity to implement value-added and specific sponsor programmes
4. Sponsorship is tax-exempted under Section 44 (6)

PLATINUM

GOLD

SILVER

1 cluster
(5 schools and
above)

2-4 Schools

Programme
Sponsorship

For enquiries,
please contact :
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Tel
Fax
Email

+ 6 03 2242 2558/33
+ 6 03 2242 1553
smu-team@yayasanamir.org.my
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Independent Auditor’s Report
to the Trustees of Yayasan AMIR
(Incorporated in Malaysia)
Report on the selected audited financial indicators
Opinion
The selected audited financial indicators, which comprises the statement of financial position as at 31 December 2019
and the statement of comprehensive income for the year then ended are derived from the audited financial statements
of Yayasan AMIR for the year ended 31 December 2019.
In our opinion the accompanying selected audited financial indicators set out on page 66 are consistent, in all material
respects, with the audited financial statements.

Selected audited financial indicators
The selected audited financial indicators does not contain all the disclosures required by the Malaysian Financial
Reporting Standards, International Financial Reporting Standards and the requirements of the Companies Act, 2016 in
Malaysia. Reading the selected audited financial indicators and the auditors’ report thereon, therefore, is not a
substitute for reading the audited financial statements of Yayasan AMIR for the year then ended 31 December 2019
and the auditors’ report thereon.

The audited financial statements and our report thereon
We expressed an unmodified audit opinion on the audited financial statements in our report dated 22 May 2020.

Trustees’ responsibility for the selected audited financial indicators
The directors are responsible for the preparation of the selected audited financial indicators set out on page 66.

Auditors’ responsibility
Our responsibility is to express an opinion on whether the selected audited financial indicators are consistent, in all
material respects, with the audited financial statements of Yayasan AMIR for the year ended 31 December 2019 based
on our procedures, which were conducted in accordance with Malaysian Approved Standard on Auditing (ISA) 810
(Revised), “Engagements to Report on Summary Financial Statements”.

22 May 2020
Kuala Lumpur
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SELECTED AUDITED FINANCIAL INDICATORS
2019
RM million

2018
RM million

58.49

91.32

57.54
0.95
58.49

90.47
0.85
91.32

47.90
10.59

72.62
18.70

Deficit before taxation
Taxation

-

-

Net surplus/(deficit)

-

-

2019
RM million

2018
RM million

0.02
0.51
20.77
-

0.04
30.97
11.20

STATEMENT OF COMPREHENSIVE INCOME (RM Million)
For the financial year ended 31 December 2019
Income
Donation
Hibah income

Expenditure
Trust Schools Development Programme Costs
Other operating expenses

STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL POSITION (RM Million)
As at 31 December 2018
Non-Current Assets
Equipment
Right-of-use asset
Cash and bank balances*
Financial assets designated as fair value through profit or loss
Current Assets
Cash and bank balances
Other receivables
Current Liabilities
Donation-in-advance
Other payables

Amount due to sponsors

Lease liability

Net Current Assets

Non-Current Liabilities
Amount due to sponsors
Lease liability
Financing from Khazanah**
Represented by :
Contribution from members
Retained surplus

21.30

42.21

214.05

200.68

59.45
154.60

65.07
135.61

0.59
19.34

1.14
29.74

0.17

-

31.43

11.33

30.88

-

182.62

169.80

203.92

212.01

203.92

212.01

3.57
0.35
200.00

12.01
200.00

0.00^

0.00^

0.00^
-

0.00^
-

203.92

212.01

* This amount relates to an 'Endowment Fund' set aside by the Company on behalf of the sponsor to demonstrate the sponsor's financial commitment to the Government of Malaysia ("the
Government") for the schools that are included in the Trust Schools Development Programme ("TSDP"), based on the requirement stipulated in the Public-Private Sector Operation and
Management Agreement ("PPSOMA") entered between the Company and the Government. The Endowment Fund is restricted in use and can only be returned to sponsor upon completion of the
TSDP on any or all of the Trust Schools, or in the event of default by the Government of its obligations as stipulated in the PPSOMA. However, should the Company default its obligations as
stipulated in the PPSOMA, the Endowment Fund shall be apportioned on a pro-rata basis and shall be transferred to the accounts of each Trust School under the TSDP.
** In 2015 and 2017, Khazanah via Ihsan Sukuk Berhad issued Sustainable and Responsible Investment Sukuk ("Sukuk") amounting to RM100 million for each issuance to fund the Trust School
Programme ("TSP") activities via a back-to-back arrangement with Yayasan Amir. The proceeds will be used as an advance to finance the TSP expenses with the principal to be settled via
proceeds to be received from sponsors over the period of the financing. The unutilised portion of the financing was invested in money market placements and equity securities.
^ Represent an amount below RM10,000
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MINISTRY OF EDUCATION MALAYSIA (MoE)
Ministry of Education Malaysia (MoE) is the
central agency overseeing the education
system across the country, covering
pre-schools, primary and secondary schools.
It is guided by its mission to perpetuate excellent quality of education. The curriculum set by MoE is committed to developing a child holistically as reflected in the
National Education Philosophy.
The idea of Trust Schools was conceived in 2009 together with Yayasan AMIR. In
essence, Trust Schools Programme was designed as an implementation model
to accelerate innovation and improve student outcomes by empowering schools
with greater decision making autonomy and greater accountability. In 2010, the
Trust Schools Programme materialised as a long term commitment to improve
accessibility to quality education in the Government with Yayasan AMIR as its
pioneer partner. MoE is envisioning the expansion of the Trust Schools model to
700 schools by 2025 by including corporates, alumni groups and non-governmental organisations as potential partners and sponsors. As the expansion takes
place, greater diversity of private and social entities will have the opportunity to
get involved in the schools improvement process. It will enable the private sector
to partner with MoE in transforming the education landscape in Malaysia.

Malaysia Education
Blueprint Report
2013-2025

LeapEd SERVICES SDN BHD
LeapEd Services Sdn Bhd (LeapEd) is committed to enriching the learning experience
for school-going young Malaysians. As the design and implementation partner to the
Yayasan AMIR Trust Schools Programme (YATSP), LeapEd is part of an exciting
initiative to transform public schools into centres of excellence where learners are
nurtured to reach their greatest potential as Malaysia moves towards becoming a
developed nation. Young Malaysians are coached to think critically and creatively, and
encouraged to grow as well-rounded, responsible citizens with strong communication
skills and high ethical values.
LeapEd programmes promote the holistic development of students through an integrated school improvement and
transformation approach that focuses on leadership development, improving teaching and learning practices, nurturing
student potential and building effective partnerships with parents and the community. The schools are exposed to a
comprehensive set of programmes designed to address school leadership, classroom pedagogy, student potential and
school community engagement that impact school improvement and transformation. LeapEd promotes collaborative
partnerships with schools and the development of professional learning communities, as well as continuous self-improvement and embedded reflective practices among school leaders and teachers to ensure sustainable improvement
practices.

KL Head Office

Johor

Sarawak

Level 52, Menara TM, Jalan
Pantai Baharu, 50672 Kuala
Lumpur.

Suite 5.1, Level 5, Menara Pelangi, No
2, Jalan Kuning, Taman Pelangi,
80400, Johor Bahru.

Wisma DUBS Everise, Level
L2-03, Jalan Petanak, 93100
Kuching.

Tel
Fax

Tel
Fax

+6 03 2282 3456
+6 03 2282 3457

+6 07 332 3457
+6 07 332 2457

Tel
Fax

+6 082 251 839
+6 082 241 839
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Tel
: +6 03 8000 8000
Fax
: +6 03 8000 8001
Website : http://www.moe.gov.my

LeapEd SERVICES
SDN BHD

JABATAN PENDIDIKAN
NEGERI SEMBILAN

: +6 03 22602118
Tel
: +6 03 22606118
Fax
Website : http://www.leapedservices.com

: +6 06 765 3100
Tel
: +6 06 765 9969
Fax
Website : http://www.jpnns.gov.my

JABATAN PENDIDIKAN
NEGERI JOHOR

JABATAN PENDIDIKAN
NEGERI SABAH

: +6 07 2310000
Tel
: +6 07 2347132
Fax
Website : http://jpnjohor.moe.gov.my

: +6 08 885 37011
Tel
: +6 08 8823 4828
Fax
Website : http://jpnsabah.moe.gov.my

JABATAN PENDIDIKAN
NEGERI SARAWAK

JABATAN PENDIDIKAN
NEGERI PAHANG

JABATAN PENDIDIKAN
NEGERI SELANGOR

JABATAN PENDIDIKAN
NEGERI TERENGGANU

JABATAN PENDIDIKAN
NEGERI WILAYAH PERSEKUTUAN
KUALA LUMPUR

JABATAN PENDIDIKAN
NEGERI PERAK

: +6 08 2473473
Tel
: +6 08 473 478
Fax
Website : http://jpnsarawak.moe.gov.my

: +6 03 5518 6500
Tel
: +6 03 5510 2133
Fax
Website : http://jpnselangor.moe.gov.my

: +6 03 6203 7777
Tel
: +6 03 6203 7788
Fax
Website : http://jpwpkl.moe.gov.my

JABATAN PENDIDIKAN
NEGERI KEDAH

: +6 09 571 5700
Tel
: +6 09 573 4857
Fax
Website : http://jpnpahang.moe.gov.my

: +6 09 621 3000
Tel
: +6 09 623 8415
Fax
Website : http://jpnterengganu.moe.gov.my

: +605 501 5000
Tel
: +605 527 7273
Fax
Website : http://jpnperak.moe.gov.my

JABATAN PENDIDIKAN
NEGERI KELANTAN

: +6 04 7404 000
Tel
: +6 04 7404 342
Fax
Website : http://jpnkedah.moe.gov.my

: +6 09 741 8000
Tel
: +6 09 748 2554
Fax
Website : http://jpnkelantan.moe.gov.my

JABATAN PENDIDIKAN
NEGERI PERLIS

JABATAN PENDIDIKAN
PULAU PINANG

: +6 04 9737777
Tel
: +6 04 9767080
Fax
Website : http://jpnperlis.moe.gov.my

: +6 04 657 5500
Tel
: +6 04 658 2500
Fax
Website : http://jpnpp.moe.gov.my
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6 STUDENT ASPIRATIONS
• Thinking Skills
• Leadership Skills
• Knowledge
• Bilingual Proficiency
• Ethics and Spirituality
• National Identity

YAYASAN AMIR (919856-X)
Level 15 South Wing, Menara TM
Address
Jalan Pantai Baharu, 50672 Kuala Lumpur
Tel
+ 6 03 2242 2558 / 33
Fax
+ 6 03 2242 1553
Email
info@yayasanamir.org.my
Website
www.yayasanamir.org.my
Facebook
www.facebook.com/yayasanamir
Twitter
@yayasanamir
Instagram
@yayasanamir
Youtube
www.youtube.com/user/yayasanamir

